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MediTrack is an integrated Information system developed with the most
modern and state-of-the-art technologies that apply to the Healthcare indus-
try sector. MediTrack completely covers all the operations of healthcare,
medical, administration and financial activities of Healthcare Service
Providers, reducing operational expenses.
MediTrack handles patient information, registers medical treatments,
process laboratory tests and produces the invoices. Even your patients’
medical history can be entered into MediTrack enabling you to print out your
medical history at any given time.  Regardless of your organization’s size or
requirements, MediTrack has the medical applications to provide a solid
foundation for the future growth of your medical business.

The beauty of this integrated program is
that it works according to the daily routine
of the doctor’s office.
The front desk registers the daily visits to
the designated doctor, assigns sequence
numbers for the patients, and if possible
pre-registers the necessary medical treat-
ments or tests. If necessary, the system will
immediately produce the specific invoices. 

is efficient and 
easy to use!

When the doctor logs into the system,
he/she will be able to view the daily list of
his/her assigned patients. With a mouse
click on the patient’s name, the patient’s
complete file will be online. The doctor can
switch between the screens with the
patient’s history, treatments, test results,
prescribed medication, etc. During the
consultation the doctor can add new
information to the file, select the treatment
to administer and the medication and
dosage. The prescription for the patient
can be printed at the same time. 
Even after a hospital visit, the doctor can
easily update the patient’s file. 

MediTrack



Integration with
Laboratory 
equipment
When the registering takes place in a
laboratory, the system can automatically
produce the labels that are needed for the
test-tubes, each containing the required
set of information.
Since MediTrack is an integrated system,
this ensures that information recorded in
one component of the system, is auto-
matically available in another component.
For example, if the laboratory equipment is
connected to the network, the test results
will be automatically extracted. Manual data
entry can now be eliminated. The test
results will be automatically recorded in the
patient’s file and the doctor will be able to
view these results immediately. With
MediTrack you can even make little
‘snapshot’ files of the test results for
e-mailing to other laboratories, doctors or
hospitals. 

Linking 
treatments to
accounts makes 
invoicing easy
MediTrack filters out the components for
immediate cash payment. The remaining
components will be designated for
invoicing to AZV or other debtors. After the
periodic invoicing run, checklists and
invoices can be printed and posted
to the financial administration such as
QuickBooks or Exact. 

MediTrack is for every medical practice
MediTrack is an integrated system program 
MediTrack is extremely cost-effective 
MediTrack is efficient and easy to use 

MediTrack provides faster invoicing
MediTrack gives better file organization
MediTrack is timesaving
MediTrack is customizable

Management
Information
MediTrack has an open database that
allows querying of stored information by
using available tools such as Microsoft
Access, Excel, etc. MediTrack has full
reporting capabilities. Reports for manage-
ment information can be produced and
easily customized by the customer. With
more doctors, laboratories and hospitals
using MediTrack, one can easily envision
better, efficient mutual integration and
cooperation.

Integration AZV
Declarations for the AZV can be produced
using the built-in electronic data inter-
change. When a group of doctors works in
the same practice, the declarations to the
AZV will be handled separately.

Integration with
PocketPC
MediTrack is integrated with a PocketPC.
This will allow you to work with patient’s
data while out of the office, and synchronizing
the information when you reconnect the
PocketPC to the main system.

Why do customers choose MediTrack
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MediTrack can be bought or leased. 
To learn more about MediTrack please give us a call 

and we will arrange a demonstration.


